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**instrumentation**

piccolo
2 flutes
2 oboes
English horn
2 clarinets in C
bass clarinet in C
2 bassoons
contrabassoon

4 horns
3 trumpets in B♭
3 trombones
tuba
timpani
percussion: bass drum, side drum, cymbal

solo violin

strings

tone row:  
\[ \text{music notation} \]

**world premiere:** 15 February 1978
Nora Grumlikova, violin
Staatliches Sinfonieorchester Suhl
Siegfried Geißler, conductor
leidenschaftlich bewegt,  
sehr ausdrucksvoll (\( \dot{\frac{c}{8}} = 60 \div 84 \))

piccolo
flute I
flute II
oboe I
oboe II
English horn
clarinet I
clarinet II
bass clarinet
bassoon I
bassoon II
contrabassoon
horn I
horn II
horn III
horn IV
trumpet I
trumpet II
trumpet III
trombone I
trombone II
trombone III
tuba
timpani
solo viola
violin I
violin II
viola
cello
contrabass

3
a tempo
typeset from the autograph manuscript by Tobias Broeker (2018) - see www.tobias-broeker.de for further information
largamento

meno mosso (\( \frac{54}{40} \))